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The use of instruments once played  a 
significant role in human evolution. That 
proto-human who used the tool made one 
step towards the future. That tool was a 
sign, a word - a mental instrument, which 
helped us to adapt to the world, but at the 
same time filtered it from the non-abstract 
mind of an animal.
Just as our conciousness is dependant on 
words, information we have is dependant 
on tools, which we use to collect data, to 
process it and to represent. Just as any 
instrument is preprogrammed to be used in 
a certain way - those tools program you on 
how to use them and, to some extent, what 
to get as a result.

From methodology to tools. 
Let’s suggest a hierarchy from the highest 
level of abstraction in problem solving (as 
methodology) to the lowest (as tools). 
Despite that, knowledge about the city 
has been accumulated for more then two 
centuries already, there’s still no one 
distinctive methodology behind urban 
studies [4]. This gives researchers an 
opportunity to take any conception they 
like, as a basis for their design.
In my case I suggest to use Wilhelm 
Windelband’s distinction between 
idiographic and nomothetic approaches to 
knowledge, to put the basic methodological 
differentiation as a starting point for the 
hierarchy [3]. [image 2]
This distinction is highly effective 
in psychodiagnostics, where nomothetic 
ways of researching personality focus 
on generalizing features of individuals 
as a part of a group – thus making a 
general explanation theory. It researches 
differences of certain parameters inside 
the selection for comparison between 
subjects and enables the researcher to 
make typologies and classifications. It 
is ideographic – it is about individual 
case and uniqueness and it has no goal 
of structural comparison with selection. 
This way it doesn’t require separation of 
the object (individuality) to parameters 
(which is highly needed for nomothetic 
classification). These ways of research 
are complementary only. Nomothetic 
methods can be highly scientific, whereas 
ideographic ones are rarely accepted by 
general science, which is modeled after 
natural sciences, where the object is 

always compared to physical or biological 
phenomena, which do not have all the layers 
common for human personality. [1, 3] 
I take psychodiagnostics as an example of 
a knowledge system which studies a highly 
complex object – human. It seems logically 
justified if we use this approach in 
studying the city for these reasons:
1) We take McLuhans way of thinking 
about the city as a prolongation of a human 
being
2) Referential urban researchers  
agree that the object of their study is 
too complex for being understood with 
quantitative and positivistic ways of study 
only.

Different tools for different stages. 
The general algorithm of working with 
data and information has 3 main stages: 
gathering, processing, representation. 
The nature of a tool is procedural – as 
an instrument implacably contains the way 
of acting with it, because it was born for 
solving a particular problem [7]. That’s why 
it seems logically proven to classify tools, 
according to the stages of the process, in 
which they are involved. At the same time, 
some tools are really universal, or flexible 
enough to be useful in different stages. 

What data can we trust ? 
Usually data researchers have two 
opportunities: to work with existing 
databases (use secondary data), or to 
gather ones themselves (use primary data). 
Because the origins of secondary databases 
are not always clear, it of course can be 
trusted less. Although number of ways to 
examine databases validity exist, it is 
much safer to gather one by your own. And 
it is usually much more expensive. The 
price – is the price of the instrument. 
The relevance of data – is definitely the 
reason to (re)charge data tools. 

Data dependance on instrument (tool). 
According to a materialistic tradition 
I suggest deep dependence of the data 
produced on the tools being used. Most 
probably the preciseness of tool and 
competency of researcher (in his selection 
of object and subject) – are the main 
factors influencing the quality of data 
and research outcome. And if we talk about 
the methods and tools, which came to urban 
studies from other social sciences (as, 
for example, a questionnaire) there are 
ways to examine their precision. But if 
one were to talk about modern computerized 
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sound. Then people are researching sound, 
walking through the street of the city. 
They listen to automatic doors, fridges, 
ATMs, etc. This is exploratory research. 
There’s a new tool and database, which 
exists as sound recordings, released on 
different labels. And this project has 
this kind of statistic on nearly 50 cities 
around the world. 
That was exactly an error (glitch) in 
electric scheme of a headphones, that led 
Kubisch to the invention of this concept in 
80s. The “Electrical Walks Moscow” (which 
happened in May 2013) will be our case 
study on ReCharging Tools, by reframing 
the concept of data in the city in this 
project.

DiY technique as a method for producing 
tools for urban research. 
So, now, when the artist can be an urban 
researcher, the urban researcher can be 
an engineer. It is called DiY – “do it 
yourself” approach. Initially elaborated in 
punk movement, it is now more associated 
with technological hacking and maker-
communities. With the appearance of 
open software and such technologies as 
Arduino platform it became much easier for 
dilettantes to enter technology, and it is 
much cheaper.
A number of hackspaces exist around the 
World already, and some of their projects 
are focused on urban studies. 
So this is the model to (re)charge the tool 
from it’s basics – invent your own. 

New tool = New data = New knowledge.

 

and highly technological instruments – 
their construction is usually hidden from 
the researcher, who is acting as an end-
user. At the same time such parameters 
as reliability and validity, or at least  
“level of absolute and relative error” 
should always be checked for any technology 
before it becomes a measuring tool. [11, 
12] Can the researcher be the engineer?

New types of instruments for new types of 
data.
In the 21st century everyone can be an 
engineer (fabricator, maker) [8]. But 
it is, of course, not new. A lot of the 
existing theories were supported with 
methodologies and tools, invented from 
scratch, because new knowledge requires 
new approaches. And it is obvious that 
there are no professionals in something 
which has just appeared. New approaches 
can be evolved in order to prove an idea, 
or check the phenomena, but also can be 
done in an exploratory search of new fields 
of knowledge.
At the same time, innovative findings can 
be done accidentally, or at least without a 
conscious purpose to find the new.

Methodology of innovation: by-product of 
activities ( Y.A.Panamarev’s theory ). Error 
and Glitch as a by-product. 
One of the theories of creative thinking 
elaborates on the topic of the by-
product of problem solving as a source 
of innovation. It says, in general, that 
you can find an innovational solution 
to one problem, while solving completely 
another, if you’re sensitive enough and 
if your “unconsciousness” is engaged 
in searching the solution. This theory 
was experimentally proved by Russian 
psychologist Yakov Ponomarev at the end of 
the 20th century. [9]
Interestingly enough, conceptually the same 
approach appeared in arts as a reaction 
to postmodernism. In its radical variant 
it is called the ‘Aesthetic of Falls’, and 
the digital version of it – Glitch. Glitch, 
the art-form, appeared as errors of all the 
previous art-forms. [10]
The illustrative case study of this 
principle according to our topic is, for 
example, the project of German sound-
artist, Christina Kubisch. The “Electrical 
Walks” sound-art project accidentally 
becomes an instrument for researching city. 
People are given special devices (tools), 
such as the moded headphones, which can 
turn all the electromagnetic fields into 

Image 2. 
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Image 4. Study components 

Image 5. City model 

Image 6. Work with data - process model 

Image 7. Framework 

 

Study components 
[image 4]
As the city is a very complex object to 
study we can actually develop a model, 
which will represent it in a simplified 
way, relevant to our subject. [image 5]
The third part of our object of study is 
the process of working with information. 
We would take the model used by practicing 
data journalists (RIA novosti). [image 6]

Framework
Based on the models we’ve developed, let’s 
draw a framework which can be used as a 
basis to start the collection of a sample 
of tools. [image 7]
We would suggest to start our collection 
of tools, using the “process” model, which 
is put into the nomothetic part, because 
it is clearly defined, so the tools can 
be put to the table and matched according 
their function. It seems that idiographic 
tools can also be put to the table, but 
they most probably will be matched in 
several parameters. The other option is 
to put idiographic tools into separate 
list. Anyway, the starting table for the 
collection was finally designed [image 9].

Practice: TAKING A SAMPLE
Method 
1) Make a list of stakeholders – actors 
in the city who work with data
2) Interview or survey them to find 
what they use for different stages of data 
work
3) Do a research in open sources, such 
as the internet and literature
4) Put everything into the table and 
match the tools according to parameters
5) Analyze the database and make a 
conclusion

Providers of information:
1) City activists (Tepliza Socialnih 
Technologiy)
2) Research institutions (Levada 
Center, Center for the Study of New Media)
3) Business (research companies IPSOS 
, Consultant Plus)
4) Journalists (RIA news)
5) Open data activists (Information 
Culture company)
6) Academic urban research (Higher 
School of Urbanistics)
The internet search as well as special 
literature was also used [13].

m e t h o d o l o g y



Image 10. Difference in virtual versions of real Worlds 
by Yandex and Google  

 

Result

We collected a sample of 139 items with 
data on name, description, developer, 
online/offline way of usage, open/not way 
of ownership and direct web url. All the 
items were checked on their availability 
and the data of the last check is also in 
the database. All the items were matched 
in 9 binary fields, according to the stages 
for which they can be used in a data-
working process – this was done on the 
basis of their official description as well 
as the answers of the experts, who use 
some of them. 
The direct url of the database published 
online is: 
http://tinyurl.com/plcn2wd
[image 9] 

Image 9. the data base with a sample of 139 classified tools 
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the software-nature of most of the sample. 
So it is much easier for the software to 
collect something from the virtual space. 
To go to reality it needs sensors. At the 
same time, the only tool you need for 
searching the secondary data is a search 
engine. There are some specific search 
engines, EBSCOhost for example, focused 
on scientific data, but, in the end, it is 
just a searching engine. Third (and maybe 
most interesting) is the total victory of 
the visual representation of information. 
The thing is that there’s still no distinct 
way to represent data into any other 
modality, to make the information more 
clear for understanding. At the same time 
it is obvious that most of the significant 
information we, as human beings, get does 
not come from the eyes only. [7] Such 
applied fields with history, for more than 
100 years as “sonification”, prove that 
well. The earliest example is the Geiger 
counter. 
So we would suggest to take two most 
significant gaps for further analysis and 
research.

a n a l y s i s

The simple quantitative representation 
of the parameters matched shows some 
significant gaps in the collected sample. 
[image 9. the graph]
The nature of the sample dictates some 
of these gaps, but at the same time some 
of them might represent the situation in 
general. First, the gap between qualitative 
and quantitative analysis is common for any 
kind of research fields, because most of 
our research methodology is derived from 
natural sciences and driven by mathematics, 
which deals easily with quantities. At the 
same time qualitative methods are much more 
difficult to automatize. Tools, which can 
help with factorial and cluster analysis 
as well as tools for the analysis of social 
networks are matched in the qualitative 
column. Second, tools for the collection 
of primary virtual data (as, for example, 
some scrappers or aggregators) prevail 
over other collecting tools, because of 



 

GAP: PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION TOOLS

Proposal
The most obvious software service which 
works with real physical space and 
virtualizes it is the interactive map. Such 
companies as Google and Yandex use their 
own sensory devices to scan the planet and 
make a virtual model of it. But if you’ll 
be able to find some differences in image 
10 you’ll agree that we can’t trust these 
third party databases in everything. Yes, 
the virtual map is a secondary database, 
unless it is not made by yourself. And 
secondary data has twice as high a level of 
possible error than the primary one. 
But even if you’ll be able to produce your 
own tool to collect and digitize primary 
data, will it be the tool (the instrument)? 
Or will it be just a device (some working 
technical system)? The simplest digitizing 
is measurement. So we are talking about 
creating the measurement instrument. But 
what is the difference between ‘just some 
device’ and a measurement tool? Such a 
field of knowledge as Metrology gives the 
answer. The measurement instrument has it’s 
metrological characteristics. The first 
and the most simple ones are the level 
of errors: absolute and relative. So if 
we can build a device and then count at 
least it’s absolute and relative error we 
would be able to validate it’s measurement 
facilities and claim that it is a tool, 
but not just a technical system. Different 
measurement tools have different possible 
levels of error, with which they still can 
be regarded as tool, but not just device. 
If the error is higher – then the device 
can’t be used for measurement. 
Here’s the proposal for (re)charging this 
GAP of primary data collection tools: 
we should make our own simple and cheap 
device and then examine it’s errors, then 
we should claim that it be used as tool, 
or not. It is demonstrating the experiment 
which shows the procedure, which every 
data-researcher should pass if he wants to 
collect primary data with his own technical 
system. We call it…

The (re)Counter Experiment
As our goal in this experiment is formal 
and not related to concrete sphere of 
urban research, we decided to make the 
device for the first obvious physical 
process in the street – the pedestrian 
movement. So using the DiY techniques 
we produced a simple device to count 
pedestrians. [image 11]

1st series of the experiment
Hypothesis
We will be able to produce a technical 
system for measurement and examine it’s 
preciseness through counting absolute and 
relative errors.
H1 – the error will show that the device 
can be used as measurement tool.
H0 – the error will show, that the device 
can’t be used as a measurement tool.

Scheme
For the counting of errors we will need the 
empiric value (X) and true value (Y) of the 
measurement.
For the (X) – we will take the value 
measured by the device.
For the (Y) – the one measured by the 
validating agent, in our case a human, 
who will count the pedestrians in the 
same conditions, at the same time, as the 
device. 
The scheme of the ‘pilot’ and ‘actual’ 
takes of the experiment are shown in image 
11.

Calculating errors
if X=empiric value , Y=true value
absolute ERROR (XL) is counted by the 
expression: XL=X-Y
relative ERROR (Ex) is counted by the 
expression: Ex=XL/Y * 100 (%)
For the pilot take: X0=48 ; Y0=37 ; XL0=11 
; Ex0=29,7 (%)
For the actual take: X1=295 ; Y1=226 ; 
XL1=69 ; Ex1=30,5 (%)

Conclusion N1 
The device has shown a level of relative 
error in two takes close to 30%. 
From a consultation with the developers 
of TrafficCom traffic measurement system 
we have the allowable level of error for 
traffic measurement devices.
It is 5 %. 
As our device has the level of error 
close to 30% we can conclude that it can’t 
be used as a measurement tool. The H0 
hypothesis is proved.   
But as we can see, the Ex0 is almost equal 
to Ex1. 
Let’s check the proportion: X0/X1=Ex0/Ex1 ; 
for example: X0/X1=Ex0/??
??=182,5 which is not equal to Ex1. This 
also can show that there’s no proportion 
in growing values of the device measures 
and growth of the relative error. So we can 
assume that it stays stable at a level of 
30% in different takes.



 

It means that the device can’t be used in 
measurement of absolute values in interval 
scale (finding an exact quantity of passed 
pedestrians), but probably it can be used 
in relative measurements in order scale 
(comparing the flow of pedestrians in terms 
of “more at this period of time \ less at 
this period of time”) [14]

2nd series of the experiment
Hypothesis
We will put the device to field conditions 
for a period of time, enough to be sure 
about fluctuations in pedestrian flow.
H1 – the values measured by the tool will 
show fluctuation close to the assumed one.
H0 – the values of the tool will not show 
fluctuation close to the assumed one.

Scheme
We put the device to the field for more 
then 12 hours and leave it to work 
autonomously. We start the take at 6 a.m. 
24.05.13 and finish it at 10 p.m. of the 
same day. 
We assume that the flow of pedestrians will 
be low until the time when people start to 
go for work – so in the period of 8-11 a.m. 
we assume the growth of the value. Then 
we assume that it will go down for some 
hours in the middle of the day, and will 
start to grow again by the 17-18 hours, 
as people will get back from the dayjob. 
We would assume the further growth of the 
activity of the pass, because of the public 
event, which is expected near the place of 
measurement in the night. [image 12, graph 
1]

Analysis
We put the device at 6 a.m. in the morning, 
but the first time we checked it – at 
10 a.m. – it was found laying down near 
the place of installation. Therefore we 
can’t trust the data collected from 6 
to 10.7 a.m. This data shows that it was 
counting till 6.49 and then stopped. That 
probably was the time it fell down. The 
first explanation we thought about was, of 
course, vandalism. But the tool was safe, 
and it was working, but not measuring, 
because the sensor was not exposed to the 
area. Funnily enough, later that morning 
of 24th of May all the news was about the 
earthquake in Moscow, which happened with 
several hits in the morning exactly at that 
period of time. So probably the device 
“counted” the earthquake.
Finally we had values for 12 full hours: 
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Our measured field seems to be very 
engaged. There’s almost no minute during 
the day that it is not passed by someone, 
according to our device. The chart with 
values of average triggers per minute 
shows almost noise with the near stable 
value of an average 10 triggers per minute 
(which we should not count as the number 
of pedestrians, according to our first 
series) (image 12, graph 2). It also shows 
a distinctive decay between 13 and 15-16 
hours. 
The chart with summarized triggers per 
hour is less messy (image 12, graph 3). It 
clearly shows the fluctuation which is more 
or less close to the assumed one.

Conclusion N2
We can declare that the H1 hypothesis is 
proved in this stage. 
But we still want to see much more 
distinctive fluctuation. It should be much 
obvious, if we could put the device for 
the night and then see the transition from 
night triggers to the day ones.     

3rd series of the experiment
Hypothesis
We will put the device to field conditions 
at night time and then take it back at day 
time.
H1 – the values measured by the tool will 
show a clear transition from night time to 
the day time.
H0 – the values measured by the tool will 
not show clear transition from night time 
to the daytime.

Scheme
The scheme in this series is the same as 
the previous one, except the time. We put 
the device at 4.23 a.m. of 26.05.13 and 
take it away at about 4 p.m.

Analysis
Unfortunately, the time of the start of 
this series of the experiment was the 
last time we saw the tool (image 13). It 
is sad that the person who took it away 
didn’t even call us, because the device 
was matched with a phone number and sign 
reading “please do not move”. 

The (re)Counter Experiment conclusion  
proved that it is possible to make your 
own simple and cheap technical system for 
digitizing physical process in urban space 
(collecting physical primary data). We also 
proved that it is possible to count it’s 
simple metrology characteristics as levels 



 

GAP: PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION TOOLS + 
NONVISUAL REPRESENTATION

Proposal
The most distinctive gap found in our 
analysis of the sample (image 9) is so-
called “visual dictatorship”. We can agree 
that the most useful way of representing 
data is via visual modality: about 80% 
of useful information a human gets with 
his eyes. At the same time, we have the 
remaining 20%. And let’s not forget about 
the 285 million people who are blind (WHO 
Fact Sheet N°282, June 2012). For them, the 
data, represented visually, just doesn’t 
exist. Moreover, there are situations in 
which the visualization of the data is less 
efficient: makes the system too complex, 
more expensive\difficult to produce. The 
Geiger counter or the metal detector, or 
sonar – are the examples. The sonification 
usually signalizes binary events, or shows 
the data in order scale (closer to smthng, 
further from smthng). Also, it is usually 
the real-time representation. So the 
process of collection is the process of 
representation. Despite the practically-
oriented usage of sonification, it also 
can be used for the research in a less 
positivistic way. The sound itself can 
create spaces for the listener. So, for 
example, in the conditions of spatial 
exploration, representation in sound 
can create the parallel model of the 
environment. At the same time, sound is a 
dynamic experience. And it is another type 
of dynamics than the looking over of a 
picture. The statics can turn into process 
thanks to representation in sound. This 
experience itself seems to be fascinating 
for people. And probably it can add a new 
angle to the exploration of phenomena. Will 
it influence people at all?
Let’s find an example of a tool (not so 
usual as the Geiger counter), which works 
with urban data and represents it as 
sound, and research it as a case study. It 
obviously can be a good “(re)charging of 
urban tools”, if: 1) the tool will be new 
in general; 2) or if it will be new to the 
conditions in which we will use it.

 Case Study: Electrical Walks Moscow

The Exhibition “Sensing Place” happened in 
Basel (Germany) in 2012, gathered a bunch 
of the most interesting media-art projects 
in fields of spatial-oriented approach. [15] 
One of the most famous spatial sound-art 
projects – Electrical Walks by Christina 
Kubisch (Berlin) – also was presented 
there. 
The Electrical Walks started in 2003 as 
Christina accidentally found out that the 
specially modified headphones, which she 
used to use in her gallery works, were 
permanently catching non-expected sounds 
from the environment. The sounds appeared 
to be the electromagnetic emitting, which 
does exist in a form of fields in the urban 
environment, as an invisible shadow of all 
electric processes. Since then the super-
successful art-project entered 45 cities 
all over the World. It was held in Paris, 
Barcelona, New-York, London, Mexico among 
others. In all these cities people were 
given special headphones, which let them 
hear all the electromagnetic fields in the 
air. With a special map people then could 
walk through the city and explore the 
sounds of electricity alive. In February 
2013 we visited Berlin and had an interview 
with Christina. She admitted that she never 
perceived her project as a tool for urban 
research, but more as a non-standard sound 
experience. At the same time she likes the 
research nature of the system and scenario 
of the project, which stimulates people to 
behave in an explorative way and become 
curious. 
So the main purpose of Electrical Walks is 
to give people the unique experience of 
“feeling” this kind of spatial data (the 
level of electromagnetic fields in a city). 
It is not about measuring, but more about 
living through it. So the only way to make 
a real case study with the project is to go 
through it and let the citizens go through 
it. That’s why we brought the Electrical 
Walks to Moscow. From 8th of May 2013 till 
29th of May 2013 this project, for the 
first time in its history, happened in 
Russia (image 15).
The attendance was absolutely free during 
all three weeks. We also made a promotion 
of the project to invite Muscovites. Three 
governmental organizations helped to bring 
Christina and her famous headphones to 
Moscow: Guethe Institute Moscow, National 
Center for Contemporary Arts and Skryabin 
Museum. 395 people registered to visit 
the walks. More than 100 actually visited 
during 15 full days of the project. 

of errors and find the usage of the tool 
according to it’s precision. We also proved 
that people in Moscow are not afraid of 
strange technical objects and ready to 
take them away, without even giving a phone 
call to the owner.  



Experiment
If perceiving the walks as an original 
tool for idiographic exploration of the 
city, the main and the only study that can 
be made is just your experience of this 
spatial electric sound. So, giving the 
opportunity to anyone who wants to have 
this experience, we already completed the 
goal of the study. But it is interesting to 
try some positivistic methods to find out 
something new about this tool. 

Let’s take two samples of people: 
Ep – experimental sample - ones, who have 
passed through the Walks in Moscow.

Cp – control sample – ones who don’t know 
about this project at all, so we elaborated 
the hypothesis. 

Hypothesis
We want to find out how the experience of 
the walk really influences on citizen. 
H0 – Ep will give less value to the factor 
of electromagnetic fields among other 
ecological urban factors, in comparison 
with Cp.
H1 - Ep will give more value to the factor 
of electromagnetic fields among other 
ecological urban factors, in comparison 
with Cp.
Hn – the reactions of Ep and Cp will be 
similar.

Scheme
We designed two surveys with the same 
number of 9 ecological urban factors and 
the same 5-point scales. The N21 survey 
had two entrance questions about the 
experience of Electrical Walks in Moscow, 
and was given to people who had passed the 
project (usually right after their return). 
The N23 survey had no entrance questions 
and just proposed the same scales with the 
same 9 factors as N21.
The factors were always in the same order 
and had a prepending text:
“Imagine that you want to live in a new 
district. There are several factors which 
can help you in your choice of a new place 
to live. Please evaluate them according to 
the level of importance for you personally. 
- Distance to the park or green zone
- Transport infrastructure 
- Level of noise in a district
- Radioactivity level
- Level of electromagnetic fields
- Distance to sport venues
- Quality of air and water
- Distance to the nearest natural or 
artificial water pool
- Distance to the nearest supermarket 

 

Results
We collected 42 answers for the survey N21 
(Ep) and 46 for the survey N23 (Cp). The 
8 scales are actually masking the one in 
which we are interested - the factor of 
electromagnetic fields (5th question).  
Calculating
Counted average: N21average=2,762 ; 
N23average=3,283 
The accumulated frequencies of the scores 
are shown in image 15.
We can see that the average raw score for 
the parameter in the Cp sample is higher 
than in Ep.
Pearson X-squared test showed that the 
difference in the two distributions is 
statistically insignificant. We would treat 
it as a sign that two samples are balanced. 
And if the amount of participants is also 
similar we can try to apply the Sign Test 
(G) to see if we can trust the shift in the 
parameter.
We take only 42 items from the larger 
sample and use the Sign Test (G) for the 
both results. The G-test shows that the 
shift in the parameter is statistically 
significant with the level of 0,01. 

Conclusion 
We can claim that the people who passed 
through Electrical Walks Moscow pay less 
value to the factor of electromagnetic 
fields than the people who have no idea 
about the project. We can claim that the H0 
hypothesis is proved.   

Post-Analysis
Surprisingly, it seems that, if you 
had the opportunity to listen to the 
electromagnetic fields, then this factor 
becomes less significant to you. Or maybe 
we can treat it as the factor becoming 
less scary. The people who didn’t listen 
to the electromagnetic fields probably had 
no interest in thinking about what it was. 
So, when they get the question about the 
electromagnetic waves near the question 
about radioactivity, they probably rate it 
higher, because of the fear of unknown. 
Indirectly our result is proved by the 
behavioral therapy of fears, in which it 
is common knowledge that the more you 
know about the fear-factor, the less it 
frightens you.   

The Electrical Walks Moscow Case Study 
conclusion

The feedback (collected with the entrance 
questions in N21 survey) about the project, 
in general, is positive. People feel 
engaged and curious, despite that the 



General conclusion 
and some by-products

In this project we examined the existing 
tools used to work with data and information 
in general and in urban research. We made 
a working classification and collected a 
sample of 139 tools. Our analysis showed 
distinctive gaps in the collection, perhaps 
representing the gaps in general. So we made 
experimental studies, showing the way to 
(re)charge tools and fill in these gaps. 
First, we showed the way, how everyone 
nowadays can make his own tool for primary 
data collection and validate it with basic 
metrology parameters.
Second, we introduced Moscow to the unique 
way of experiencing one of its hidden 
layers - electromagnetic fields - using a 
special tool for primary data collection and 
representing it in sound. We experimentally 
showed that this reframing experience does 
influence people’s behavior and future 
decisions significantly. 
 
Some of the by-products of this study are 
presented in image 16.  
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sound is sometimes hard to listen to. And 
also, as our experiment showed, people get 
influenced by what they listen to. 
Before the actual start of the project, 
Christina Kubisch herself was exploring 
Moscow in preparation of the public part.
Here are some empirical findings, which she 
mentioned in interview, comparing Moscow 
to other cities:
1) Moscow is a very loud city. I can 
compare it to Mexico only. The level of 
noise on the streets is even higher than 
the loudness of electromagnetic sounds, 
which are also quite loud. 
2) It is the first time I actually 
caught radio broadcast so often. You can 
hear some radio during all Old Arbat street 
actually. It means that the radio station 
transmitter is somewhere near and it is 
very powerful, because the phones do not 
work with radio frequencies.
3) You have a lot of different Banks 
here. I’ve never seen such an amount of 
different ATMs in one place. It is like 
bankomat-street. The fact is that all the 
bankomats sound differently – that’s very 
interesting. 
4) The security gates in the entrances 
to some shops (e.g. the Moscow Book House 
at New Arbat) are extremely loud. They are 
so loud, that you can damage your ears. 
Usually it means that the owner tries to 
do economically on making the magnetic 
marks on the goods smaller in size. It is 
cheaper to do them smaller and just switch 
you security gates with more power. It is 
prohibited in some countries because such 
levels of magnetic emitting can damage, 
for example, cardiostimulator or any other 
fragile equipment.
5) The low tone of the electric wires 
is also very often heard here – they are 
under the ground, but close to the surface 
in this area.
6) Some strange signals emitted by 
antennas near the Ministry of International 
Affairs. 
7) Very nice you can hear GPS signals 
of cars passing over your head, when you’re 
in the underpass. 
8) The Metro makes good sound usually, 
when the train starts, or stops. In 
general, it sounds very nice even without 
the headphones. But it is also very loud.

r e f e r e n c e s
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Pilot Take 
experimental scheme

pedestrian

observerdevice device
observer

pedestrian

observer

observer

Actual Take 
experimental scheme

1) date: 19-05-13 ; 
2) time interval: from 23-20 to 23-40
3) number of observers: 1     
4) measured by device X0=48; 
measured by observer Y0=37; 
absolute error XL0=11; 
relative error Ex0=29,7(%)                                   

1) we invite two independant people to be ob-
servers
2) the two go through the Landolt’s test - to 
check their level of attention and activation 
3) all observers match their clocks 
4) observers take their positions
5) device is hidden in camouflage, 
6) experiment starts
7) date: 22-05-13 ; time: from 12-40 to 13-40  
8) the Y1 data is counted as an average between 
the counts of all three observers (Ya, Yb, Yc) 
9) X1=295; Y1=226; XL1=69; Ex1=30.5(%)   

 PIR movement sensor 
 RTC clock module 

 Power source 5v 

0
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Image 11. The device & first series of experiment  
 Arduino Nano microcontroller 

 SD memory card 
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Image 12. Second series of experiment  
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 Graph 1. The assumed pedestrian flow 
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 1) camouflage    2) setting up at the place   

 3) the field overview     4) start at 6.24 am ; 24.05.13   

 Graph 2. Triggers per minute fluctuation for 12 hours   

 Graph 3. triggers per hour for 12 hours   
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Image 13. Third series of experiment  

 Scheme 

device

pedestrian

15 hours

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

 The assumed pedestrian flow 

 1) camouflage    2) setting up at the place   

 3) start    
4:23 am, 26.05.13   

 3) at 11:11 tool was not found   

 



 image 15. Electrical Walks Moscow   
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 image 16. by-products   

The sample of tools we collected for 
the study has became a starting point 
for the open renewable and addable 
base of tools for the data-research-
ers, which is now in development. 
Here’s the pilot interface, produced 
in collaboration with Teplitsa of 
Social Technologies.  

We worked with the pedes-
trians counter technology. 
Use of the IR sensors is not 
the most precise way to do 
that. There are some more 
approaches. But in gener-
al what if we could combine 
the concept of sonifica-
tion, elaborated in our case 
study and the counting? At 
least it can be an engaging 
art-project. And now we know 
that these kind of projects 
can really have the influ-
ence on people. 

“The Quiet Spot project”  

“Moscow is so loud” - said Christina Kubisch. What if we could measure the DBs in 
the city and find the most quiet places? We can do it as project for public spaces, 
e.g. parks. Then we can put some nicely designed anechoic walls in the place, still 
leaving it open to sky and nature. Thus the citizens will know exactly where to find 
silence in the city.  


